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Summary
Synthetic biology is an increasingly high-profile area of
research that can be understood as encompassing three
broad approaches towards the synthesis of living
systems: DNA-based device construction, genome-driv-
encell engineeringandprotocell creation.Eachapproach
is characterized by different aims, methods and con-
structs, in addition to a range of positions on intellectual
property and regulatory regimes. We identify subtle but
important differences between the schools in relation to
their treatments of genetic determinism, cellular context
and complexity. These distinctions tie into two broader
issues that define synthetic biology: the relationships
betweenbiologyandengineering, andbetweensynthesis
and analysis. These themes also illuminate synthetic
biology’s connections to genetic and other forms of
biological engineering, as well as to systems biology.We
suggest that all these knowledge-making distinctions
in synthetic biology raise fundamental questions about
the nature of biological investigation and its relation-
ship to the construction of biological components and
systems. BioEssays 30:57–65, 2008.
� 2007 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

Introduction

Synthetic biology takes its crucial adjective from the Greek

sunthesis, súvyesi&, which means to put together or assem-

ble.(1) The current use of the term started in the late 1990s, as

attempts to construct functional modules began to make

progress.(2) Although the label ‘synthetic biology’ broadly

refers to a rapidly growing scientific body of research with

extensive funding and institutional support, the approaches

that it covers are sufficiently different that an umbrella term

conceals more than it reveals. Teasing out these differences is

a valuable exercise because of the basic questions that

synthetic biology raises about living systems and how to

investigate them.

We identify three main categories of synthetic biology (see

Table 1), each representing a particular approach to the

construction of biological components: DNA-based device

construction, genome-driven cell engineering, and protocell

creation. Each category is associated with a range of views

about the intellectual property issues raised by synthetic

biology, and whether the field should be regulated by govern-

ments or by scientific communities. Most importantly, the

categories reflect distinctive approaches to biological inves-

tigation, which can be characterized in terms of different

attitudes towards genetic determinism, cellular context and

complexity (in relation to concepts of modularity and emer-

gence).

Some other schemes have divided synthetic biology into

two camps: either on the grounds of in vivo or in vitro

methods,(3) or by a natural–unnatural distinction.(4) We think,

however, that the categorization that follows not only provides

a better classification of the practices involved in synthetic

biology, but also offers more insight into some of the underlying

tensions between these approaches. Although it is sometimes

possible to identify particular projects or researchers with feet

in more than one camp, each category can readily be identified

with specific lines of research and with a ‘hard core’ of

researchers who act as spokespersons and motivators. From

this point of view, the categories appear often to operate as

semi-independent schools of research.

Categories of synthetic biology

DNA-based device construction

This first category is currently the most prominent and the most

overtly programmatic in its approach. The technology of DNA

synthesis, its fundamental tool, continues to develop rapidly in

terms of both speed and fidelity.(3,5–7) One of the key aims

of this school is ‘to make biology into an engineering

discipline’.(8,9) To achieve this, it emphasizes the mutual

necessity of design and fabrication, which are iterative phases

of manipulation directed towards implementing human-

defined functions in engineered biological systems.(10)

Underpinning the primary aim of gaining full control of

specified biological processes is the assumption that suc-

cessful system building will require the reduction of biological

complexity. The most-well-known formulation of how to

achieve this has been disseminated by MIT’s Drew Endy.(8)

He proposes a three-pronged approach of standardization,

decoupling and abstraction. Standardization entails the

definitive description and characterization of parts. Decoupling
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is the process of breaking down the construction of compli-

cated entities into manageable semi-independent tasks.

Abstraction is about the identification of hierarchies of func-

tional units, chiefly in order to facilitate the design process. The

abstraction of ‘DNA, parts, devices and systems’ is the one in

common use at present.(11)

Thinking of parts and devices as practically independent of

the systems in which they occur is part of the commitment to

standardization. As in other engineering fields, components

must be interchangeable, functionally discrete and able to be

combined easily in a modular fashion.(8,12) To this end, a major

effort is under way to set up an open-access library of pre-

synthesized biological parts and devices, the Registry of

Standard Biological Parts.(13) These components, commonly

called ‘BioBricks’, can be assembled to form more complex

biological devices, such as oscillators, which function in

modified cells.

The majority of components in these synthesizing efforts

are made from engineered gene circuits that tailor protein–

DNA interactions to control transcription,(14,15) although some

use RNA components to regulate gene expression and control

cellular function.(16) Paradigmatic examples of DNA-based

constructs include the toggle switch(17) and ‘repressilator’

network.(18,19) The creation of ‘toys’ has been a focus of much

device-oriented synthesis, as attested to by the annual

international Genetically Engineered Machine jamboree

(iGEM). Examples include bacteria able to play noughts-

and-crosses,(20) a cell-based digital counting device(21) and

image-processing capabilities in anE. coli colony.(22) Although

these constructions are not frivolous, a more ‘serious’ and

much publicized achievement has been the engineering of

part of the metabolic pathway for the therapeutic product of

artemisinin.(23,24)

While all the BioBricks are freely available, components

that function in cellular contexts—such as the artemisinin

pathway—have been patented as methods,(25) and compa-

nies with strong IP protection policies (e.g. Codon Devices,

Amyris) have been founded to supply engineered DNA

constructs and their products. There are deep economic

tensions between these two ownership strategies and some

attention is being directed towards how they might be

reconciled.(26,27) To further complicate the IP arena, few of

these synthetic biologists anticipate the development of

commercial applications within the next decade.(28) This

school of synthetic biology has been very forthright in its

arguments for self-regulation, and synthetic biology confer-

ences that have showcased projects from this group have

made considerable efforts to advance in-house discussion of

regulatory needs and safeguards.(29-31)

Genome-driven cell engineering

The second category of synthetic biology works at the whole-

genome level and uses both top-down strategies (starting

with the genome) and bottom-up strategies (starting with

Table 1. Categories of synthetic biology

DNA-based device
construction

Genome-driven cell
engineering Protocell creation

Aims To transform biology into engineering;

To construct functioning biological

components from the bottom up

To synthesize minimal but entire

genomes and insert them in cells;

To control cellular production

processes

To construct viable approximations

of cells; To understand

non-synthetic biology and the

origin of life

Methodological principles Design and fabricate; Engineering

principles; Bottom-up approach

Bioinformatic-based engineering

combining bottom-up and top-down

strategies

Intermediate and bottom-up

approaches; Theoretical

modelling and experimental

construction

Techniques Synthesis of DNA devices and

insertion in cells

Bioinformatic analysis of genome,

genome engineering, and insertion

in living cells

Construction of rudimentary cells

& cellular sub-systems, using

synthesized and existing

components

Constructs and exemplars Toggle switch; Repressilator;

Artemisinin metabolic pathway

Viral genome synthesis;

‘Transformation’ of organism/

species via genome replacement

Containers such as micelles and

vesicles with genetic &

metabolic components

Interactions with other

approaches

Components for minimal cells

and protocells

New DNA synthesis techniques;

Cellular platforms for device

insertion

Essential genes and biochemical

systems for cellular life;

Chassis

Intellectual property

agenda

Open source at parts level;

Proprietary at network level for

methods and systems

Open source at a general bioinformatic

level; Proprietary in relation to a

specified minimal genome and the

replicating organism

Standard data-sharing

mechanisms (i.e.: publication);

Patents and companies focused

on methods

Regulation position Scientific community should

regulate itself

Consultation with outside experts

and some of engagement in public

discussion

Low-key in-house discussion re

risks; Minority: Need for some

governmental regulation
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nucleotides) to conduct minimal genome analysis, whole-

genome synthesis and the transplantation of ‘foreign’ or

modified genomes into cells. We place all these activities into

one category because of the whole-genome focus and

because of the way in which members of this group tend to

see genomes as the causal engines of the cell. Minimal

genomics (sometimes placed by other commentators in what

we think is a third category with different practices and

underlying aims) entails the deletion of non-essential genes to

streamline cellular componentry and make room for synthetic

DNA constructs.(32–34) It aims to create a simple standardized

host cell or ‘chassis’ that would make device implantation more

predictable and effective. A precursor project involving viral

genome redesign is Chan and colleagues’ ‘refactoring’ of the

T7 phage, in which wild DNA was replaced by synthetic DNA in

order to create a more modularized genome and a more

manipulable phage.(35) Another project successfully reduced

the E. coli genome by 15%.(32)

The bottom-up synthesis of viral genomes is also making

advances, as exemplified by Cello and colleagues’ de novo

chemical synthesis of a poliovirus genome, which exhibited the

same infectious capacity as a natural virus when put in a

cellular context.(36) The genome of the F174 phage was

synthesized from commercially available synthetic oligonu-

cleotides in just two weeks.(37) Craig Venter’s team at

SyntheticGenomics hopes eventually to synthesize an entire

bacterial genome and make it work in a synthetic cell.(38)

Venter believes they are well on the way to this aim with the

apparently successful transplantion of a ‘natural’ genome from

one species of Mycoplasma to another,(39) although it is not

known what mechanisms were involved in the genome

replacement and there is some scepticism about whether

whole-genome transplanations will be viable in more exper-

imentally robust prokaryote cells.(40,41) Other less complete

genome transplantation projects using different organisms

illustrate alternative cell ‘rebooting’ techniques.(42,43)

Some of the genome-driven strands of research appear to

be highly instrumental in their approach to biological

synthesis, consistent with the aim of developing biological

technology rather than acquiring biological knowledge for its

own sake. Nonetheless, such research makes important

contributions to the conceptually intriguing and biologically

fundamental question about the minimal genomic basis for

sustaining cellular life. Many efforts in this branch of synthetic

biology have attracted a great deal of public attention

regarding both biosecurity risks and commercialization con-

cerns, especially following Synthetic Genomics’ application for

a very broad patent on a minimal genome and any organism

that replicates it.(44–46) In an attempt to dispel some of

these worries, this particular research team has consulted

with external ethics experts in relation to synthetic genome

projects and been given an ethical green-light for various

projects.(47,48)

Protocell creation

The third category of synthetic biology aims to construct minimal

cellular systems. It isoften related to earlierworksuchasStanley

Miller’s 1953 experiment addressing the question of how life

might have originated from simple inorganiccompounds.(49) The

bottom-up strategy for the construction of minimal cells starts by

synthesizing the basic molecular components necessary for a

self-replicating biosystem and then inserts that system into

compartments such as vesicles(50–53) or develops it in vitro.(54)

An associated ‘intermediate’ strategy (neither top-down nor

bottom-up, but ‘reconstructive’) involves a ‘semi-synthetic’

approach in which extant genes and enzymes are put into

vesicles (often liposomes) to produce ‘semi-artificial’ cells.(55) All

this research involves a great deal of theoretical modelling,

which attempts to capture underlying principles of cellular

dynamics and molecular self-assembly in order to guide

experimental work more effectively.(52)

The issues of what life is and where the transition from non-

life to life occurs are frequently discussed by members of this

category.(53) They sometimes suggest that their focus on

fundamental biological properties—such as metabolism,

genome replication, cell division and the capacity for evolu-

tion—distinguishes protocell synthetic biology from the other

two categories.(52) Certainly, the attribution of causal equality

to membranes, metabolism and genetic information (rather

than seeing cellular events as directed by the latter) sets this

school apart from the other two. Another important factor is the

school’s explicit use of novel or modified natural systems to

test and improve theoretical models of biological phenomena.

For this reason, and also because of their interest in the

evolution of emergent properties of biological systems,

we could at least partly include in this category researchers

whose focus on DNA-based synthetic biology might otherwise

indicate their placement in the first category.(56,4)

Protocell synthetic biologists have yet to come under

particular public scrutiny, perhaps because they have been

somewhat sidelined by the recent institutionalization of the two

other categories of synthetic biology. At least one company has

been formed by protocell researchers(57) although patenting

activityassociated with scientists in this category does not relate

to protocell constructs but to more general methods, including

those of DNA synthesis. There is little ethical or regulatory

discussion amongst these researchers at present.(58) George

Church, whose chassis work best fits this category despite his

strong links to the DNA-based devices school, subscribes to

a minority position on regulation, which acknowledges the need

for government monitoring of device distribution.(59)

Epistemological dynamics in synthetic biology

Our three-fold categorization represents an idealized frame-

work that should not be thought of as static. Interactions

between the different approaches give rise to a complex

networkof inter-relationships and mutual dependencies. DNA-
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based device construction is able to supply a variety of

components to the other approaches. Protocell work gener-

ates potential chassis for DNA and genome-based engineer-

ing. And those working on genome synthesis and minimal

genome analysis are already developing new DNA synthesis

methods as well as platforms for further cell-based work. In

addition to all this interchange, some distinctions can be made

regarding how each group conceives of its activities. While

Table 1 represents how synthetic biology could be charac-

terized by approach and with respect to the methods and

materials most commonly used, what is probably of more

interest are the abstract relationships between each school

and how dynamic tensions are maintained amongst the three

groups (see Fig. 1). We focus on how these categories are

positioned in relation to genetic determinism and their treat-

ments of cellular context and biological complexity.

Genetic determinism

A defining assumption of the genome-driven cell-engineering

approach is that the genome is the major determinant of cellular

events. This is most obvious in genome transplantation work, but

also in associated research. At the meeting Synthetic Biology

3.0, Miroslav Radman noted the apparent revival of a DNA-

centric view of life, and related it to the idea that if a functional

genome can be reconstituted then life can be ‘resurrected’.(60)

Protocell synthetic biologists, on the other hand, see causal

power as being shared more equally by the genome, cytoplas-

mic structures and cell membranes. Nevertheless, they use

DNA instrumentally in order to generate and support desired

cellular activities, and the same can of course be said of the

DNA-based devices school but with greater force. For the latter

group, any tendencies towards straightforward genetic deter-

minism are overridden by its conviction about the modular unity

of functionally defined parts.

Cellular context

Implicit in the strong genetic determinism characteristic of

genome-driven cell engineering is the idea that cellular context

is relatively unimportant. This idea is associated with a family

of views, ranging from the classically reductionist (genes have

functions, and when the relevant genes are put into cells, their

functions are implemented) to the more holistic (whole

genomes give rise to interrelated sets of functions). Chassis

production, some of which we placed in the protocell category,

is clearly an attempt to minimize and control contextual

influences on inserted componentry. The DNA-based device

construction school’s focus on modularity, however, makes a

more explicit statement that what a component does—the

function with which it can be identified—can be separated from

its environmental influences.

Functional independence or modularity is often an under-

lying necessity for engineering approaches to biology.(61–63)

Often, in DNA-based device construction, modularity is taken

for granted as an omnipresent property of biological parts.

Sometimes, however, the concept is deployed as a methodo-

logical tool for making biological complexity comprehensible.

Endy hints at this when he says, ‘there is no apparent

organization or hierarchy to most naturally evolved genetic

systems’,(64) and Open Wetware explicitly adopts the position

that abstraction hierarchies are a human invention.(65) Not all

of this school are convinced that this is the best interpretation

of modularity, however. There is a recognition that function is

defined bycontext and that, in many instances, designations of

modularity are hypotheses to be tested.(12,66) As synthetic

biology expands into the construction of more complex

functions (i.e. metabolic), and thereby increases the behav-

ioural diversity of interacting components, more knowledge of

cellular context will inevitably be demanded.(67–69)

Complexity and emergence

Both tensions above find their conceptual roots in the larger

issue of biological complexity. The protocell school empha-

sizes the capacity of cell components to self-assemble and

self-organize, and much of its research focuses on properties

related to the fluidity of the cellular environment.(52,70) For

these reasons, the possibilities for complex dynamics and

emergent phenomena tend to be seen as topics for explicit

investigation, with a view to harnessing them to create novel

systems with recognizably biological properties. This is also

the case for the DNA synthesizers who emphasize chemical

synthesis rather than engineering and hold the recreation of

emergent properties to be their overarching goal.(4)

The DNA-based devices school takes a far less accom-

modating approach towards biological complexity, reflecting

its engineering bias in favour of construction over compre-

hension. Complexity is conceived of as something to be

reduced.(69,71,72) As one of the school’s spokespersons, Tom

Knight, puts it, ‘An alternative to understanding complexity is to

get rid of it’.(73) This stance is not necessarily the product of a

lack of sophistication, however. Rather, engineering principles

and the simplification programme can be seen as representing

Figure 1. Epistemological dynamics in synthetic biology.
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an acknowledgement that biological knowledge is incomplete,

and that the uncertainties must be factored out (by means of

standardized parts and chassis) to enable the design of

systems with pre-determined properties and functions.(8,74) In

contrast to the general assumption that the properties and

behaviour of components straightforwardly predict the proper-

ties and behaviour of the larger and more complex systems

that they constitute,(75) some members of this school acknowl-

edge the limitations of too strict an adherence to the

engineering analogy and are seeking new lines of insight into

the synthesis of complex system behaviour.(76)

Whilst the engineering-led simplifications of the DNA-

based devices school can appear ‘unbiological’, it should not

be thought that protocell workers necessarily confront bio-

logical complexity more directly. Frequently they too work with

heavily simplified systems in order to address particular

questions and investigate specific aspects of phenomena.

Protocell constructs can also be viewed as expansions of the

experimental use of vesicles and other compartments in more

traditional research that sought simply to create membrane

models or deliver biomolecules to cells.(77) Overall, however,

the third school’s less explicit focus on the creation of novel

function in favour of developing a deeper understanding of the

distinctively biological properties of matter aligns their style of

simplification much more closely with traditional analytical

scientific approaches.

Broader relationships and interactions

The distinctions discussed so far have been internal to

synthetic biology. As well as being distinguishable by their

approach to synthesis, schools of synthetic biology raise more

general epistemological issues, about the relationship of

biology to engineering, and synthesis to analysis. These

themes have a bearing on synthetic biology’s relationship to

other fields, such as genetic and other forms of bioengineer-

ing, and systems biology. Clarifying these relationships

enables a better understanding of synthetic biology in relation

to molecular biology and biological investigation more broadly.

Biology versus engineering

Several synthetic biologists quote physicist Richard Feynman

in order to establish a foundation for their claims about the

importance of construction: ‘What I cannot create I do not

understand’.(78,69) The Feynman dictum is most strongly

expressed by the DNA-based devices school, in which the

ultimate objective is to make biology into an engineering

discipline.(9,71,79) While scientists may once have thought of

engineering as a lower-status activity, in this category of

synthetic biology we see an inversion of the hierarchy, with

some synthetic biologists wishing to be perceived primarily as

engineers.(80)

Biology and engineering are often distinguished in terms of

their objects and modes of practice. While biology investigates

systems produced by evolution, engineering produces sys-

tems for particular purposes.(10) Outside the software realm

engineers characteristically assemble stable, highly con-

strained structures. Typically these are realised through or

bounded by solid-state parts that tend to be chemically inert.

Biological systems, in contrast, exploit a range of states, with

fluidity playing a fundamental role. At the molecular scale,

biological components thus have many degrees of freedom

and, in addition, chemical interactions are a significant

influence on events. The apparent stability of cellular

structures is largely an illusion, achieved by the turnover of

matter through a variety of mechanisms and at widely varying

rates. The approaches employed within biology and engineer-

ing are as distinctive as their objects: biology is directed

towards discovery whereas engineering is concerned with

design.(81) We have seen how the instrumental objectives of

engineering mean that its attitude to complexity has to be very

different from that found more generally in biology. Engineers

often aspire to streamline complexity and to bypass it when

practical.(82,64)

This drive towards simplicity appeared to sacrifice the

possibility of attaining a deep understanding of contextual

influences on parts, their evolved variability and the relation-

ship of context and variation to functional properties. That

sacrifice contributes to a central tension in synthetic biology,

between construction and comprehension. Although this issue

is relevant to the entire field, we see it as being especially

prominent in the energetically promoted engineering-oriented

approaches, in which we include the category of DNA-based

device construction as well as much genome-driven cell

engineering.

Genetic, protein, metabolic and nano-engineer-

ing. Although DNA-based device construction in particular

appears to share many features with genetic engineering, a

number of those in the field claim that these similarities are

superficial for several reasons. The creators of the toggle

switch in E. coli claim that their construction is a ‘significant

departure from genetic engineering’ because it manipulates

overall network architecture and not just specific proteins or

regulatory elements.(17) Genetic engineering is often depicted

as a hit-and-miss activity, involving hardly any ‘real’ engineer-

ing.(83) Proponents of this school of synthetic biology argue

that their work, by contrast, is as much about design as

fabrication, and its strategies and methodologies are more

formalized in both phases,(63) even though luck and ‘debug-

ging’—by, for example, the application of directed evolution to

designed but non-functional circuits(84)—play major roles in

determining whether inserted devices work or not.(85,86)

A major distinction between this category of synthetic

biology and ‘ordinary’ genetic engineering is often made on the

grounds of contextualization and complexity. Genetic engi-

neering is said to be defined by its limited consideration of
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context, unlike DNA-based device construction, which is held

to be deeply context-oriented.(12,10) Context certainly matters

for engineering-oriented synthetic biology, but primarily for

practical reasons: it might stop devices working. Our dis-

cussion above of context and complexity in relation to the

engineering schools and their emphasis on the independence

of parts makes this claim about context a less than compelling

one.

We think that the distinctions made by synthetic biologists

do not clearly delineate the first two categories of synthetic

biology from earlier practices of genetic engineering. At least

part of the motivation for distinguishing synthetic biology from

genetic engineering may come from both the DNA-based and

genome-driven communities’ hopes to avoid both public

controversy and external regulation. Ethical concerns about

and public reactions to synthetic biology projects are likely to

be very similar to those directed at the genetic engineering of

crops and other organisms.(73,87) It is clear that, although all

three categories of synthetic biology are tinkering with living

systems, rhetoric, profile and commercialization strategy all

influence the amount of public opposition. The protocell

community is left somewhat out in the cold in this debate,

which is perhaps puzzling given us greater attention to what

might be deemed ‘life’ and ‘non-life’.

A wider motivation in making such distinctions no doubt lies

in discipline-building attempts. The substantial overlap be-

tween synthetic biology and protein and metabolic engineering

leads some commentators to list the latter two under the

allegedly broader heading of synthetic biology.(79,81) Incorpo-

ration may not properly describe the relationships between

these approaches, however. There is considerable continuity

in the aims of most bioengineering and synthetic biology, and

synthetic biology may just be an extension of these older

projects: they certainly share the ambition to create novel

functions by engineering biological material. It might be more

appropriate to view synthetic biology as providing a broad set

of genetically based tools that have the potential to underpin

further achievements in more biologically defined approaches,

such as metabolic engineering.(88)

Nanobiotechnology also maintains an ambivalent relation-

ship with synthetic biology. It is sometimes thought of as

augmenting synthetic biology, even though integrating nano-

materials into biological systems is a major hurdle still to be

overcome.(89) However, synthetic biology could just as easily

be conceived of as a tool for nanobiotechnology.(67) It is curious

that discussions of nanobiotechnology, which might be thought

of as the ultimate engineering approach, should involve such

fundamental discussions of biological self-organization and

the boundaries of naturalness even at these early stages of the

field’s development.(67,89) Perhaps part of the explanation lies

in nanoengineers’ awareness of physical and chemical

properties that obtain at the molecular but not the macroscopic

scale.(89)

Synthesis versus analysis

Synthesis has two meanings in synthetic biology: fabrication

and integration. The first meaning is the most commonly

employed one but the second is brought out very clearly when

synthetic biology is being compared to analytic biology. A

major distinction is often made, for example, between conven-

tional molecular biology and synthetic biology with the

declaration that the latter’s mode of inquiry stresses design

and synthesis rather than discovery and analysis. This

emphasis is meant to confer on synthetic biology the potential

to achieve levels of scientific insight that elude traditional

approaches.(4) If this is so, it will presumably be because the

design of functional systems necessarily involves considering

interactions among parts that are situated in particular

contexts. However, the constant singling-out of the individual

properties of parts by all categories of synthetic biology

demonstrates that analytic practices are just as much in the

foreground of synthetic biology as are synthesizing strategies.

One of the most obvious examples is a frequently employed

self-description of some DNA-based device constructors:

‘making life better, one part at a time’.(90) And, clearly, synthetic

biology in general would not be possible without the knowledge

base delivered by so-called analytic approaches.

Systems biology

The relationship between systems biology and synthetic

biology closely reflects the synthesis/analysis distinction as

well as their mutuality in any biological research. Synthetic and

systems biology have each developed over the same period of

intensive scientific activity (2000 onwards) and they overlap—

via modelling especially—at the crucial interface of system

design and quantitative analysis of function.(10) They both

focus on systems, rather than on particular genes or

proteins.(12) Both frequently represent cellular processes in

terms of circuits and networks, and both aim ultimately at the

prediction and control of biological systems. In the reciprocal

interaction between the two, synthetic biology’s design and

construction phases require knowledge of the system as a

whole, and knowledge from the fabrication process enhances

system-level understanding.(14,81,91) Synthetic biology can,

from this perspective, be conceived of as ‘the other side of the

coin of systems biology’.(82) Certainly, in a historical sense,

systems biology and its endorsement of engineering perspec-

tives(92) appears to have channelled broader support into

synthetic biology.

There are important differences, however, between the two

fields. Modelling in systems biology is sometimes distin-

guished on the grounds that it is for basic research (i.e.

generating knowledge) whereas synthetic biology’s modelling

is for the design of constructs.(79) The acquisition of

comprehensive omic datasets is an absolute requirement for

systems biologists, whereas all categories of synthetic biology

are oriented towards the simplification of total informa-
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tion.(82,72) Large-scale data integration, an imperative for

systems biology, is not necessarily on synthetic biology’s

agenda even though it does premise its activities on the need

ultimately to integrate parts and devices to form functional

wholes. Furthermore, whereas systems biology embraces

complexity, synthetic biology (as we discussed above) is for

many practitioners in our first two categories an attempt to do

the opposite. Some even boast of ambitions to be ‘a

reductionist approach to systems biology’.(72) In today’s

biology, with its emphasis on integration and anti-reduction-

ism, and a corresponding willingness to talk about complexity

and emergence, professing such attitudes might seem out of

step with the way in which mainstream biology conceives of its

agenda.

Conclusion

The epistemological differences that we have outlined can be

broadly thought of under the tension of ‘means versus ends’

biology. Traditionally, biology has employed a range of

strategies (means) to reach an end of better understanding.

The first two categories of synthetic biology tend to collapse

the means-ends distinction, so that their means (construction

as a biological tool) becomes the end. We have noted how the

ability to make something has come to represent a kind of

epistemic ‘gold standard’ for engineering-oriented synthetic

biologists.(8) Although we might want to question the truth of

Feynman’s statement—he presumably thought that we had

some understanding of the cosmos, even though we cannot

create it—it is generally taken for granted within the most

prominent school of synthetic biology and could be thought to

implicitly inform our second category (which tends not to

articulate more general justifications for its research).

This emphasis on synthesis-as-construction involves a

major shift in how biological investigation is generally

conceived. Biology has seldom been primarily about know-

ing-as-making but about gathering and integrating details of

why nature works in particular ways. Traditionally, this has

proceeded on the basis of mechanistic inquiry, in which

systems are broken into parts but then pieced back together

again as interactions and causal relationships between parts

are understood. Synthetic biology for the most part fits the first

phase of this mode of inquiry, but appears to transform

the second phase into equating or substituting construction for

understanding.

The theoretical biologist Robert Rosen, once neglected but

now the subject of much attention in systems biology,

concluded in his discussion of living systems that reductively

mechanistic non-complex understandings of biology would

‘literally kill life’.(93) He would no doubt have found much

engineering-oriented synthetic biology epistemologically un-

tenable, due to its systematic reduction of complexity and

focus on biomolecular components. For him, as well as many

contemporary biologists, understanding living systems as the

operation of mechanical devices within organismal machines

is something radically different from, and inadequate for, a

relational understanding of biological systems as complex

self-organizing entities. A few system-oriented biologists

today believe that contemporary advances in data and

modelling capabilities enable progress along the lines at which

Rosen hinted.(94,95)

Given the variety of broader movements towards increas-

ingly integrated understanding of complex biological systems,

it seems far from inevitable that synthetic biology’s engineer-

ing approaches will ever generally serve as substitutes for

biological investigation. They could just as easily be conceived

of as providing biology with a range of tools to collect more data

and broaden understanding by construction, and with ways of

testing and extending our knowledge of the properties of

entities by studying their behaviour in a variety of contexts.

Instead of being an end, the production of unnatural functions

by engineering can be framed as a profound question about

biological plasticity and how our understanding of natural

phenomena can be extended.(4,67)

The fate of synthetic biology hinges on its capacity to deal

with the complex properties of highly variable biological

systems. The reduction of complexity may be necessary for

proximate understanding, but it is a very limited manifesto for a

field aspiring to be a new approach to biology. If synthetic

biology’s future is to be more than a modest contributor to

‘analytic’ biology, it needs to develop broader engineering

principles that do more than mimic those of non-biological

engineering. Uncritical acceptance of the strongly program-

matic statements being made about the field is unlikely to

further such advances. Our analysis has shown the many

differences in approach that have gathered under the banner

of synthetic biology. The main source of unity for this diverse

collection of techniques and aims is that label itself, its

promotional rhetoric and even the dissent it attracts.
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